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Abstract—The limited communication resources in VANETs
have to be used efficiently to achieve reliable communication even
in high load situations, where high packet loss is expected. Packet
loss can occur on the channel or it occurs in the local queue due to
a saturated channel. In this case, information becomes outdated
and hence can be dropped. In this article, we propose multiple
steps to solve this problem. We establish a model that determines
the network capacity and the influence of hidden stations. The
state of overloading the channel beyond the network capacity is
named local congestion. Each vehicle has to evaluate the current
channel load independently based on observations of the channel.
With this consideration, we provide concepts for efficient use
of available communication resources so that vehicles are able
to receive as much information as possible from surrounding
vehicles. To achieve that, we present a cross-layer framework
for efficient channel usage motivated by the previous model.
The framework comprises default mechanisms which efficiently
avoid local congestion. We further show the integration of two
advanced mechanisms and their interrelation. An evaluation of
the combination provides strong indications that this framework
allows to solve the identified problems and significantly improves
communication reliability.

Index Terms—Active safety applications, cross-layer-
optimization, medium access control, reliability, vehicle-to-vehicle
communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

VANETs aim at reducing fatalities and injuries in road
traffic by enabling vehicles to exchange information on their
status. Active safety for driver and passengers shall be im-
proved by reliable, low delay communication of highly accu-
rate information.

Communication in VANETs is based on IEEE 802.11p [1],
an amendment to IEEE 802.11 that defines mechanisms for
medium access in vehicular environments. It is a well-known
fact that shared medium access can often not be realized
without taking collisions on the channel deliberately into
account. Especially, in high load situations the communication
performance suffers from hidden stations and exposed stations.

Two reasons for packet loss can be distinguished, loss on
the channel and local loss. Loss on the channel is caused
by hidden stations and channel access collisions. The major
problem is that vehicles are not notified of this loss. We refer
to this state as unreliable. Local loss occurs when a vehicle
experiences a saturated communication channel and hence
is not able to transmit its packets. These packets overload
the local message queues. We refer to this state as local
congestion. When reaching a certain delay, the content of

the congested packets becomes outdated once there is an
updated information provided by the application. Hence, the
outdated information can be dropped already before accessing
the channel.

In this article, we provide models for both states. For the
state unreliable, we determine the reduction of the communica-
tion range, i.e. the reduction of the distance to the transmitter
where communication with low packet loss is still possible,
even with hidden stations. For the state of local congestion,
we discuss the network capacity available in IEEE 802.11p.
From these models, we identify means to avoid or mitigate
unreliability of communication and local congestion. Based on
local measurements of the channel load and the knowledge of
what kind of information is to be transmitted, we discuss how
to configure the whole communication system appropriately.
We aim at maximizing the amount of received information by
employing a cross-layer design.

We propose a flexible and adjustable framework for Decen-
tralized Congestion Control (DCC) that is able to integrate ex-
isting approaches in harmonization with the currently proposed
protocol architecture for intelligent transportation systems by
ETSI/COMeSAFETY [2], [3]. The framework provides rules
of interaction between different communication layers. With
the integration of two approaches, we evaluate the flexibility of
the framework and discuss the improvement of communication
reliability by the combination of the two approaches.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows.
Section II provides background information about congestion
in VANETs, determines the network capacity and explains
assumptions on the applications. In Section III, the DCC
architecture and the cross-layer approach are presented as well
as per-packet transmission parameter control. Section IV eval-
uates the proposed framework by discussing the installation of
two specific approaches in the framework and by investigating
improvement of communication reliability. The integration
of related approaches into the proposed DCC architecture is
shown in Section V, followed by the conclusions and outlook
in Section VI.

II. NETWORK CAPACITY LIMITS

In this section, models of certain VANET communication
characteristics are introduced that will be used to derive basic
parameters for the DCC framework in section III. Starting



with a simple communication channel model, interference-
based packet loss is discussed, the network capacity defined
and the definition of local congestion is derived. We review
a metric for channel load estimation based on measurements,
i.e. the channel busy time.

A. Path Loss Model

The log-distance path loss model [4] is widely used in order
to model the attenuation of a transmitted signal over distance.
According to this model, the received signal strength Pr(d) at
distance d is

Pr(d) =
P0

dρ
(1)

where P0 is the received signal strength at unit distance of
1m and ρ is the path loss coefficient. P0 can be either measured
or obtained with the free space formula [5]. ρ depends on
environmental conditions and represents the empirical part
of the model1. For example, in free space environment ρ is
equal to 2 whereas in urban scenarios where there are many
shadowing objects and reflections, ρ can reach values up to 4
[4].

B. Detection Range

We denote the distance where receiving vehicles detect
an ongoing transmission and hence sense a busy channel as
Detection Range D. Vehicles beyond this distance are allowed
to use the channel for a concurrent transmission, also known
as spatial reuse of the communication channel. According to
IEEE 802.11 [6], this distance depends on two signal strength
thresholds, the minimum receiver sensitivity PSens and the
carrier sense threshold PCS . In the VANET context (for 10
MHz channels) they are defined as PSens = −85dBm and
PCS = −65dBm [1]. A transmitting vehicle is not allowed to
send as long as there is an ongoing reception of a packet with
minimum signal strength of PSens = −85dBm or total energy
of signals above PCS = −65dBm. Note that the standard
leaves open what happens if a packet is received with an
energy level below PCS . Here, we assume that more sensitive
receivers are allowed to abort the reception in favor of a
pending transmission. Doing so, a transmitting vehicle must be
aware that he causes interference and hence may cause packet
loss.

Accordingly, D is the distance where the resulting signal
strength equals PSens after subtracting the path loss. With
Eq. 1, we calculate D for a given energy threshold PSensand
path loss exponent ρ

D = ρ

√
P0

PSens
(2)

For the moment, we assume the absence of interference
and hence neglect PCS , which determines the detection range
under interference.

1“This (empirical approach) has the advantage of implicitly taking into
account all propagation factors, both known and unknown, through actual
field measurements.” [4]
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Fig. 1. Hidden station model: T ’s transmission is not detected at vehicle H

C. Communication Range under Interference

The commonly known hidden station problem can be de-
noted as a 3-tupel (T,R,H). A transmission of station T
is interfered by a hidden station H if H cannot detect T ’s
transmission (Fig. 1). This interference leads to packet loss
at a receiver R located in-between, determined by the Signal-
to-Inference Ratio (SIR) of T and H at the receiver location.
In the following, we develop a simple one-dimensional model
in order to analytically determine the severity of the hidden
station and derive the reliable communication range.
xR and xH denote the distances of receiver and hidden

station relative to the transmitter location xT = 0. With the
simple path loss model, we derive the SIR Γ at receiver R as

Γ(xR, xH) =
PT (xR)
PH(xR)

=
PT,0
PH,0

(xH − xR)ρ

xρR
=
(
xH
xR
− 1
)ρ
(3)

where same power at unit distance is assumed, PT,0 = PH,0.
Hidden stations occur at a distance to the transmitter where
the transmission cannot be detected, i.e. xH ≥ D. Assuming
the worst case where the hidden station is located at D, we
calculate the ratio of the remaining communication range C
for transmitter T as

C =
D

Γ1/ρ
C + 1

(4)

where ΓC is the minimum SIR needed for a successful
reception. We can now express the reliable communication
range as the distance to T where the received signal strength
from T is stronger than the one received from H . Further,
we assume an optimal receiver which is able to decode
information from the signal slightly stronger than inference
from H , i.e. ΓC → 0dB2. The path loss exponent does not
influence the maximum communication range, hence

lim
ΓC→1

C =
D

2
(5)

Obviously, for H located at distance D to T , R is able to
decode T ’s packet up to a distance D

2 to T at best, assuming
T and H experience the same signal attenuation.

As stated before, this model assumes a constant detection
range. However, under high load situations this detection range
is not achieved since the accumulated interference makes
it impossible to clearly detect an OFDM signal. In this
case, the receiver sensitivity does not determine the detection
range, but the carrier sense threshold PCS as introduced in

2A ratio of 0dB is equal to 1 for the equation
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Fig. 2. Communication range reduction under high-load situations.

the previous section. We further developed our model with
this consideration. Our simulation study in [7] validates that
the communication range under interference can be severely
reduced. An emergency vehicle approaching a traffic jam expe-
riences high interference by hidden stations in the traffic jam.
At the tail-end vehicles, this interference leads to significant
packet loss. Only, when the emergency vehicle is very close
to the tail-end vehicles, the SNR for the transmission of the
emergency vehicle is always high enough to receive the packet
successfully. In this case, the receiver is within the reliable
communication range of the emergency vehicle. Fig. 2 displays
the reduction of communication range down to 1

10 of the
original detection range.

D. Network Capacity Model

Local congestion in VANETs depends on the amount of data
that can be transmitted over the wireless channel (excluding
access layer overhead). We assume the same modulation
scheme and respective data rate for all vehicles, for exam-
ple QPSK-1/2 coding with 6MBit/s [8] data rate (Table I).
This data rate applies to the frame body whereas the frame
header always uses the lowest and most robust data rate. For
determining the network capacity in bytes per second, we
also have to consider the MAC layer. It introduces additional
data-rate-independent overhead like backoff and interframe
spaces. During these periods, the channel is reported idle but
cannot be used for communication. The reason behind this
is to avoid two stations accessing the idle channel at same
time. In IEEE 802.11p, this is implemented by the AIFS
(Arbitration Interframe Space) function which provides the
following equations

TBO = Rnd(0, CW )× aSlotT ime (6)
aCWmin ≤ CW ≤ aCWmax (7)

AIFS(i) ∈ (2, 3, 6, 9) (8)
TAIFS(i) = AIFS(i)× aSlotT ime (9)

With Eq. 6, 7, 8, 9, Eq. 7 and CW = aCWmin for
broadcast mode, we calculate the total overhead including
preamble and PLCP header

TOverhead = TAIFS(i) + TBO + (10)
TaPreambleLength + TaPLCPHeaderLength
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Fig. 3. Network capacity derived from parameters given in IEEE 802.11(p).

From the parameters given in IEEE 802.11-2007 [6] and
IEEE 802.11pD9 [1], we calculate the minimum and max-
imum rate-independent per-frame overhead in microseconds
given by highest and lowest access category (AC): 54µs
for AC VO (Voice) and 340µs for AC BK (Background).
The minimum overhead assumes immediate channel access
where Rnd(0, CW ) = 0, and for the maximum overhead
Rnd(0, CW ) = CW .

Taking into account the resulting effective transmission time
for a given packet size and data rate (6MBit/s) the minimum
and maximum network capacity is visualized in Fig. 3. This
figure presents the maximum number of packets that can
be sent per second in case of optimal distribution of the
transmission, i.e. no MAC collisions.

Vehicles that receive such a high number of packets can
be referred to as being in local congestion. The channel is
saturated and does not allow any additional transmission, thus
packets have to be locally dropped as the information becomes
outdated quickly. The high likeliness of congestion can be
derived from the above discussion on the network capacity.
In high vehicle densities, the capacity can be easily reached.
Even worse, from the hidden station model derived in the
previous section, we see that packet loss on the channel is
experienced at any load due to hidden stations and channel
access collisions3. For the rest of the paper, we assume the
lowest access class as default access class since it provides the
largest contention window which reduces the channel access
collisions.

We assume that the packet size is fixed from the application
and cannot be split. From the discussion above, we derive that
• large packets are not efficient as the probability of hidden

station collisions is increased [7],
• small contention window increases the channel access

collision probability,
• large contention window reduces the network capacity.

E. Channel load metric

A common metric to estimate the load on the wireless
channel is the Channel Busy Time (CBT) as standardized in
IEEE 802.11k [10]. For a given period, it returns the ratio
where the channel was reported busy from the access layer.

The CBT is mainly influenced by the receiver state. For the
time when a packet is received with a signal strength above

3which can be reduced by a larger contention window [9] but at the expense
of more MAC overhead.



Data rate Modulation Coding rate Sensitivity
3 BPSK 1/2 -85 dBm

4.5 BPSK 3/4 -84 dBm
6 QPSK 1/2 -82 dBm
9 QPSK 3/4 -80 dBm
12 16-QAM 1/2 -77 dBm
18 16-QAM 3/4 -73 dBm
24 64-QAM 2/3 -69 dBm
27 64-QAM 3/4 -68 dBm

TABLE I
DATA RATES, MODULATIONS, RECEIVER SENSITIVITIES AS SPECIFIED BY

IEEE 802.11 FOR 10 MHZ CHANNEL BANDWIDTH.

the minimum sensitivity PSens, the channel is reported busy.
If no packet is currently received, but there is a high energy
level on the channel, above the Carrier Sense Threshold PCS ,
the channel is also reported busy.

The parameters for the CBT have to be standardized for
VANETs in order to ensure that all vehicles have a common
channel evaluation criterion and compute the CBT in the same
way. These parameters include: Evaluation period T , Receiver
sensitivity for CBT PCBTSens , Carrier sense threshold for CBT
PCBTCS .

Note that for receiving packets, the effective receiver sen-
sitivity may be higher, depending on hardware capabilities.
For the CBT these values must be determined according to
standardized rules so that vehicles come to similar evaluations
of the load. Otherwise, this would lead to unfairness in channel
access.

F. Transmit traffic model

In order to structure the various safety applications, a
rough classification of the load is made in this section. From
IEEE 802.11p, four categories of messages are given, AC VO
(Voice), AC VI (Video), AC BE (Best Effort) and AC BK
(Background). As there are only minor parameter differences
between AC VO and AC VI, we can map the categories to
three categories: High, medium, low priority.

Currently, the standardization of VANET applications fore-
sees mainly two types of messages, periodic Cooperative
Awareness Messages (CAMs) and Decentralized Environmen-
tal Notification Messages (DENMs) [11], [12], [2]. Addi-
tionally, control messages may announce services on other
communication channels.

Summarizing, we have the following traffic classification:
• Type: Periodic message, event-driven message, control

message
• Access Category: High, medium, low
Furthermore, the set of applications must be able to provide

an estimation on how many messages can be generated per
second even in emergency situations. A specific distribution
of the traffic model is out of scope of this paper.

G. Summary

The channel load should be limited to a quite defensively
chosen threshold in order to avoid local congestion and miti-
gate the impact of hidden stations. A channel load below 50%

with respect to 6MBit/s may reduce the packet loss as it lowers
the probability of channel access collisions as well as hidden
stations. Therefore, an estimation of the current network load
is needed. Unfortunately, determining the percentage of the
current capacity usage, i.e. the channel load, is difficult as
the spatial reuse makes the channel load calculation time- and
space-variant. The spatial separation of the vehicles and the
resulting value of signal attenuation determines if a transmis-
sion can be detected as a packet or if it is interpreted as noise.
The presence of interference makes this consideration more
complex. Hence, vehicles are not necessarily able to identify
the global number of packets on the channel per second.
Nevertheless, the commonly proposed metric Channel Busy
Time may provide an acceptable estimation of the channel
load.

As the channel load results from various parameters like
transmit power, message rate, many possibilities for adjust-
ments on different layers arise. The periodicity of messages
is determined by the applications and influences the likeliness
of hidden stations as well as channel access collisions. The
transmit power may be roughly determined by the application
in terms of desired spatial spread but it must be set at the
access-layer. There, more aspects to determine the appropriate
transmit power arise, e.g. the current interference level. The
transmit power also strongly influences the detection range
and hence the channel load at far distances. The access layer
further offers the adjustable parameters transmit data rate and
carrier-sense threshold. The lower the data rate modulation
scheme, the lower the minimum SNR needed to decode the
information. This robustness goes at the expense of transmis-
sion time and hence the duration of a busy channel. With
the (adjustable) carrier-sense threshold, an evaluation of the
channel state determines whether a vehicle is basically allowed
to transmit.

All parameters have strong interdependencies across layers,
from access layer up to application layer. As a consequence,
a cross-layer approach is needed to adapt the most important
parameters of communication dynamically according to the
load and communication purpose. Neither the access layer nor
the application layer nor any other layer is able to decide which
setting is the best. We assume that only the combination of
knowledge can adjust the communication parameters signifi-
cantly better than any layer on its own. The access layer cannot
simply drop arbitrary messages but the facilities layer must be
informed to gracefully reduce the generation rate of periodic
messages. Therefore, we propose a cross-layer framework for
DCC as described in the next section.

III. DECENTRALIZED CONGESTION CONTROL

Following, we introduce requirements that have to be ful-
filled by the cross-layer architecture for DCC. From these
requirements, we then develop the framework layer-by-layer.
Finally, we explain the behavior of DCC, i.e. the DCC
function.
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Fig. 4. Overview of the DCC architecture integrated in the
ETSI/COMeSAFETY architecture for ITS [3].

A. Requirements for DCC cross-layer approach

From the results of the previous section and with the knowl-
edge that there are already several independent mechanisms
that can contribute to DCC, the following requirements can
be derived. The DCC has to provide means to
• Avoid local congestion: Messages should not be dropped

as any information issued is assumed to be safety-critical.
DCC shall ensure that this information is transmitted.

• Mitigate unreliability: Hidden stations cannot be
avoided. Hence, DCC shall engage means to improve
the reliability of communication in a fair manner. This
may include a strict reduction of communication as a
tribute to lower the channel load. The control of transmit
power, modulation scheme selection, transmit interval,
and sensitivity has to be possible from all layers in order
to support various approaches for DCC.

• Extend functionality by flexible integration of additional
mechanisms: Beyond a basic configuration, extensions
should be easily feasible in order to leverage existing
approaches for DCC.

• Distribute status information across layers: In case, DCC
has to restrict the transmission, all layers must be in-
formed of that action. Concerned layers shall know, how
DCC adapted the communication system for a particular
transmission.

• Graceful degradate: All layers should contribute proac-
tively to the reduction of transmitted data in high load
situations to avoid that the access layer has to delay and
drop packets as a last resort to maintain communication
reliability.

B. DCC framework and architecture integration

This subsection describes the components of the
DCC framework and shows the integration into the
ETSI/COMeSAFETY protocol architecture for ITS [2],
[3]. Fig. 4 depicts this integration and shows the interfaces
between the different DCC components.

1) DCC mgmt: Using the specified interfaces, all layers
can request the state of the DCC given by state values,
parameters and models described in the background section.
In a database, all relevant parameters and options are stored,
e.g.
• Network design limits (Ranges of parameters and model

parameters, e.g. channel model, transmit and receive
model,

• Regulatory limits and device-dependent parameters,
• Reference parameters.

For the rest of the article, all parameters stored in the
database will be referred to with the prefix ”DCC ” and
the type of value, i.e. ”min”, ”max”, ”def”, ”ref”. The first
two parameters define the range of value adaptation, ”def”
describes the default value and ”ref” the currently adapted
value.

2) DCC app: Closest to the application is the Facilities
layer. The context of the application message is known and can
be used to adapt the communication system according to the
purpose of the CAMs. For received messages, this component
supports the decision to forward the message. It can calculate
the benefit of this decision. Approaches like relevance-based
forwarding, e.g. [13] may implement this DCC component.

3) DCC net: This layer realizes all mechanisms that need
access to the neighbor information like the neighbor table or
do need interaction with other vehicles to adjust the trans-
mission parameters. This includes approaches like multi-hop
beaconing, transmit power control algorithms with feedback,
etc.

4) DCC core: This layer implements the concepts that
adjust the reference parameters based on the channel load.
Once a high channel load is detected and mechanisms in
the higher layers did not properly avoid this situation, the
transmission parameters are adjusted until the channel load is
reduced. It therefore observes the channel busy time and the
locally offered load. Based on that, the reference parameters
are adapted by the following four schemes:

Transmit Data Rate Control (TDC) is in charge of se-
lecting the modulation scheme for the transmission of the
packet. The lower the rate, the more robust the transmission
against interference. Transmit Power Control (TPC) defines
the transmit power and the knowledge of the effective ra-
diated power at the antenna which is given by regulation,
e.g. DCC staTxPower = 33dBm. Transmit Rate Control
(TRC) limits the maximum number of transmitted packets.
The vehicle should not overload the channel with too many
transmissions. TRC delays packets that exceed the defined
maximum rate. It observes the arrival time between two sub-
sequent packets to be sent. Note that the minimum minimum
packet interval can also be set to 0 in order to have an option
for flooding of very high priority messages. For the maximum
minimum packet interval, a value should be chosen that is not
too high as the information is useless in case it is delayed
too much. DCC Sensitivity Control (DSC) adjusts the receiver
sensitivity and carrier sense-threshold, which determines if a
vehicle is allowed to transmit depending on signal strength.
Changing this threshold to a higher value may lead to an abort
of the transmission with a low receive signal level in case a
high priority message arrives from an application.



ACR Category Priority Example
0 Intrinsic High N/A
1 Event High First DENM
2 Recurrent High CAM high priority
3 Event Medium DENM Repetition
4 Recurrent Medium CAM standard
5 Event Low DENM Multi-Hop
6 Recurrent Low CAM near-field
7 Intrinsic Low Repetitions

TABLE II
SAMPLE MAPPING OF ACCESS PARAMETERS TO A GIVEN NUMBER OF

ACCESS RANK (ACR).

C. DCC Function

The previous subsections introduced the structure and com-
ponents needed for DCC. In this subsection, the behavior
of DCC over time is described. DCC adapts the reference
values stored in the database located in DCC mgmt. All
three components of DCC are able to execute this adaptation.
DCC app and DCC net may optionally adapt the reference
parameters whereas the adaptation by DCC core is mandatory,
displayed in Fig. 5.

The mapping of reference transmission parameters on each
packet is implemented by the Transmit Access Control (TAC).
Each packet is assigned an Access Rank (ACR) which is
determined by the classification described in Section II-F. This
translates to a sample collection of eight different ranks.

The mechanisms in DCC core adjust the reference pa-
rameters within the defined ranges according to the Channel
Busy Time. Before transmitting a packet to the communication
channel, the transmission parameters are set.

TAC computes the vehicle’s current channel use per Access
Rank. If the channel use is above the defined threshold per
ACR, it increases the ACR. Then, TAC checks the load again
for the next ACR. This is repeated until the transmit model
is fulfilled. Packets that do not fit are assigned to the lowest
ACR. Finally, the TAC is the last instance to intervene in the
transmission by the following two steps

1) Check if packet exceeds the number of packets trans-
mitted for this ACR

2) Map the reference values to packet according to the
mapping given by the ACR.

Table II shows that the combination of parameters from the
transmit traffic model can be mapped to an ACR. Examples
for these mappings are also in the table. By default, each
ACR translates to a particular default setting of transmission
parameters. Over time, the reference values are adapted by
the DCC components in case the channel load or transmit
traffic increases. These values are then finally mapped to every
transmission by the mapping function map. For a given packet
pkt with ACR a and reference parameter DCC ref 〈type〉,
the resulting transmission parameter txparam is:

txparam(pkt) = map(r, a) (11)

More specifically, the reference parameters

Channel

Probing

TAC

Database

Adaptation ranges, 

design limits

Transmit packet statistics

Packet to be transmitted

ACR

DCC_access
TPC, TRC, 

TDC, DSC

Channel load measures DCC_app

DCC_net

Fig. 5. Functional view of the access layer part, DCC core.
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Fig. 6. DCC architecture with integration of Situation-Adaptive Beaconing.

are DCC refDataRate,DCC refTxPower,
DCC refPacketInterval,DCC refSensitivity. For
the actual transmission, the values for txparam are finally
applied using the (per-packet) interfaces defined in the access
layer. The generic description of the mapping function leaves
room for different concepts. A specific mapping function is
out of scope of this article.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed framework by
discussing the integration of situation-adaptive beaconing on
top of the DCC core. We define two basic policies according
to two kinds of the Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs)
and a congestion policy that shall mitigate local congestion.

1) CAM for basic awareness: Optimized for highest relia-
bility

2) CAM for situation-adaptive awareness: Optimized for
high-rate near-field communication

For the less frequent CAMs sent with policy 1, we define
all parameters to be set to maximum reliability, i.e. highest
transmit power, lowest data rate, lowest sensitivity, lowest
packet interval. In the first subsection, we investigate the
reliability optimization based on the carrier-sense threshold
adaptation by simulation (Parameter DCC refSensitivity). The
generation rate of messages for policy 2 by situation-adaptive
beaconing is discussed in the second subsection. In the last
subsection, we discuss the interrelation of the two policies
with the remaining access-layer concepts TDC and TPC as
well as TAC and the possibility for a congestion policy 3.

A. Carrier-Sensing Threshold Adaptation

As we have shown in Section II-B, the detection range
is determined by the two energy thresholds. This threshold
determines which interference level is tolerated when starting
a transmission. It is obvious that with a lower threshold,
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Fig. 7. Carrier sensing threshold adaptation.

far distant transmissions are less disturbed since the receiver
is more sensible to ongoing transmissions. Especially when
transmitting with high power, the threshold should be lower
as the potentially caused interference would be higher. In a
simulation study in [14], we have analyzed the impact of a
globally lowered carrier sense threshold. As a result (Fig. 7)
the total number of received packets was increased especially
in high vehicle density scenarios. However, the adaptation of
this threshold may lead to a transition from unreliable state to
local congestion. Therefore, only packets with relaxed delay
constraints should be assigned with a lower threshold as they
will experience a higher channel access delay. On the other
hand, packets with tight delay constraints which concern for
example only near-by vehicles may have a higher carrier sense
threshold at the expense of packet loss at far distances. The
combination with transmit power adjustment will be discussed
later.

B. Situation-Adaptive Beaconing

In [15], we have discussed the influence of the adaptation
of the CAM rate on the position accuracy. Basically, the error
of the last reported position from a vehicle depends on the age
of the information and the velocity of the vehicle. Situation-
adaptive beaconing aims at keeping position errors as low as
demanded by the situation. For example, the beacon rate is
increased once a critical traffic situation between two vehicles
is imminent and therefore a high accuracy is needed.

In the DCC architecture the situation-adaptive beaconing is
applied to Facilities layer as it knows the application context.
We restrict the rate adaptation to the situation-adaptive CAMs
which provide additional accuracy to the basic awareness
CAMs. Using the interface DCC app ↔ DCC mgmt, the
parameters for rate adaptation ranges are retrieved. With these
values, the concepts described in [15] can appropriately adapt
rate for a given situation.

As the rate adaptation by situation-adaptive beaconing is
bounded by the DCC minimum and maximum parameters,
the access-layer rate control will not delay any CAMs as
long as we assume that there is no other significant additional
amount of packets. This implementation shows how to graceful
degrade in order to avoid delaying or dropping messages on
the access-layer mechanisms. Nevertheless, they will engage
if the higher layer mechanisms fail.

This discussion also shows the need for a facilities-layer
based rate adaptation in addition to the access layer. It is not
acceptable for proper active safety communication to simply

ACR Tx Power Data Rate Sensitivity
2 DCC maxTxPower DCC minDataRate DCC minSensitivity
4 DCC minTxPower DCC refDataRate DCC refSensitivity
6 DCC minTxPower DCC maxDataRate DCC maxSensitivity

TABLE III
DCC MAPPINGS FOR CAMS.

delay or even drop arbitrary messages. The facility layer has
to dynamically decide how much information a vehicle has to
broadcast so that surrounding vehicles can properly evaluate
if any dangerous situation arises.

C. Transmit Parameter Mapping

With the integration of the two approaches in the frame-
work, the basic configuration for CAMs can be developed
using the described policies mapped to ACRs. Table III shows
the parameter mappings for ACR 2, 4, and 6. ACR 2 is
the configuration with a high level of reliability, demanded
by the basic awareness CAMs. ACR 4 allows to transmit a
high number of packets which suits to the situation-adaptive
awareness CAMs. As a fall back solution, in case the transmit
traffic model is violated, the remaining packets are assigned
with parameters according to ACR 6. This is supposed to
avoid local congestion in parallel with low interference to other
vehicles due to low transmit power.

V. RELATED WORK

As there are various approaches that aim at improving com-
munication reliability in VANETs, we discuss the integration
of them in the DCC architecture. Basically, the integration
location in the architecture is defined by the needed knowledge
and focus of the approach. Torrent-Moreno et al. proposed in
[16] an algorithm for fair transmit power adjustment in order
to control the channel load caused by periodic messages. As
it needs basic feedback from other vehicles and knowledge
of the neighborhood, it can be integrated into the DCC net
component. In [13], Kosch et al. introduce a concept to
determine the relevance of a message. With the quantification
in terms of information benefit, messages can be assigned to a
particular category according to IEEE 802.11e. Interestingly,
the “nodes do not primarily aim at maximizing their own
benefit, but head for transmitting information such that their
neighbors are provided with the data they are most interested
in.” This setting makes the concept a potential implementation
for assigning messages to an access rank. Hence, this is a
functionality for DCC app. Another mechanism for TRC in
DCC core is the adaptation of the contention window size
by Mertens et al. in [9]. The adaptation relies on the packet
error rate. In order to integrate it in the DCC framework,
the adaptation would have to be based on the channel busy
time. Otherwise, this channel load metric has to be added
to DCC mgmt. Candidate implementation for TRC and TPC
are proposed in [17]. Based on the channel busy time, the
algorithms adjust transmit power and transmit rate in order



to maintain reliable communication in parallel with a smooth
adaptation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK

With efficient usage of the limited communication re-
sources, information exchange in VANETs may be improved
significantly. In this article, we discussed the limitation of
communication resources. Hidden stations are known to de-
grade the communication performance in terms of commu-
nication range. We specifically showed how they influence
the communication range. From IEEE 802.11p we derived
the network capacity and discussed the efficiency of different
packet sizes.

In order to cope with the identified limitations, we elabo-
rated on a cross-layer framework which is capable of adapting
the communication system appropriately to the current load.
Based on the widely used channel load metric Channel Busy
Time and the load offered by the safety applications, various
parameters can be adapted on a per-packet basis.

We discussed a possible implementation of the frame-
work and showed the integration of an existing approach on
situation-based rate adaptation. Further, we briefly discussed
the integration of other approaches like decentralized transmit
power control. The efficient combination of these approaches
allows to profit from the strengths of each approach. Hence,
the framework provides strong indications that the overall re-
liability of communication and accuracy of vehicle awareness
can be significantly improved.

Our future work will comprise a deeper analysis of the
interrelation of various concepts for DCC. We will investigate
different policies in consideration with different transmit traffic
models. Currently ongoing field trials may also provide further
input to the DCC architecture.
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